The language of nonlinear dynamical systems and ergodic theory is used to present a theoretical framework for the study of mind. The basic space Xconsists of the collection of all brain images (clusters of activated neurons) that are relevant to consciousness. The dynamics of the brain is modelled by means of a discrete time transformation T which takes a cluster of activated brain cells into another cluster of activated brain cells. The space X is partitioned into subcollections of brain images, namely those generated by the five senses and by other processes that produce brain images relevant to consciousness. It is argued that Tis a Markov transformation with respect to this partition of X. This leads to the existence of an object #, referred to as an SRB measure which possesses properties that make it a candidate for mind: # is 'aware' of the brain images in its support; # is time-invariant and acts as an attractor into which all orbits of (conscious) brain images settle. Furthermore, the dynamical systems model for mind allows the estimation of brain information rates and provides a framework in which a number of mind related issues can be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
This note is written from the perspective that it is better to have some theory of mind even one fraught with simplifications than to have no theory at all, which is the current state. There are scientific efforts underway most notably from the perspective of quantum mechanics [4, 5, 9, 10, 16] to explain consciousness, but there is no general science of mind. There is no theoretical starting point, no basic model from which more sophisticated ones can develop. Einstein's Relativity Theory emerged from the rudimentary attempts of Copernicus, Galileo and Newton to describe the macroworld. These early scientists saw physical bodies and used telescopes to formulate a theory of celestial mechanics. The physical bodies of the mind are brain images and using instruments such as PET scans, mind scientists are now capable of formulating a dynamical theory of mind.
This note does not deal with explanations of mind, but rather attempts to establish a theoretical framework in which to study it. To do this we use the language ofnonlinear dynamics and ergodic theory. We begin with a physical brain B that consists of a large number ofneurons and define Xto be the space of all images realized in B. By this we mean all possible collections of actived neurons associated 2 A. BOYARSKY with conscious processes. A point x E X is a cluster of neurons, which does not have to consist of contiguous activated neurons, but can appear as a complicated, disconnected collection of such neurons. X is, in fact, a subset of a very large but finite dimensional space, R [3] .
A living brain is a dynamical system and, as such, there must exist a process or processes by which brain images are transformed into brain images. [14] .
Other sufficient conditions for the existence of SRB measures are expansion [7] and folding [3] . Among the properties of SRB measures are the following:
(i) # acts on subsets of X, that is on space rather than in time and, as such, is always 'available' as a source of knowledge about the dynamical system. Furthermore, # can be used to reveal T.
(ii) # acts as a global attractor as evidenced by (2), i.e., for any starting point (in a large set of starting points), the time-averaged orbit converges (weakly) to #. [6] ; the slightest nudge is sufficient to expose the system's inherent chaotic behaviour and the new orbit will settle quickly into the system's SRB measure A.
To summarize: for most starting points x, the SRB measure (which is known to exist) will come into actual being via the averaging process in (3) . Due to the instability of periodic orbits (T is expanding), any cycle is eventually derailed to a point whose orbit is chaotic and the associated orbit of Dirac measures quickly settles into the SRB measure. The starting points that lead to chaotic orbits have Lebesgue measure and hence are ubiquitously available to settle the dynamics into the SRB measure A.
Once the SRB measure is known to exist, it is the flow of time and the time-averaging mechanism that displays the SRB measure. This averaging mechanism is nothing other than a kind of check-up of all the components of the brain system, that they are functioning properly and available for service.
We will use these rudimentay notions in the sequel to study brain dynamics. To prepare for the application in a higher dimensional setting, note that A possesses the following properties.
Awareness Let x* be any point in X which is not a periodic point and let A* be a very small set containing x. Since T is expanding, the orbit { Tix }in=-01 moves quickly out of A*, say in rn < n steps. Thus, (4) which is the (scaled) Dirac measure at x*. Knowing this measure is the same as knowing x*. Hence A is 'aware' of x*.
Inversion Since X and the partition P are known, knowledge of A determines (almost uniquely) the transformation T. This follows from a simple application of the matrix form of the Frobenius-Operator equation [2] A point x c X is a compact subset of B; it represents a collection of activated neurons. T is a transformation from X into X and operates on compact subsets, that is, on collections of activated neurons to produce a collection of activated neurons. The actual physical mechanism by which a brain image is transformed to another brain image is not important. What is important is the fact that, at the end of a unit of time (of the order of a second), a new brain image is created. This process is modelled by a discrete time transformation T.
We partition X into subsets according to where the brain images originate from, as shown in Fig. 3 [7] or a folding property which is at the heart of chaotic behaviour [3] . As a starting point in modelling 'mind' and in order to expedite the presentation of the model, we are content with a simple Markov (piecewise onto) model of the brain image transformation T.
We now discuss how the SRB measure manifests 'awareness' of the brain. With the assumption of an 'interesting' transformation T (such as one that is Markov and piecewise onto or expanding), we have the existence of an SRB measure #. Let us consider a brain orbit: for example, one that starts with a memory image which leads to a thought image which leads to a physical action image (such as a sigh image) which in turn leads to another thought image which leads to another memory image. This is a transitory brain image orbit, which must ultimately with loss of concentration, be nudged into a brain image (in the set of/z-measure 1) that exhibits the SRB measure by virtue of the averaging process of (3) . Based on the foregoing, a possible brain experiment might go as follows: a brain is lured into forced concentration for some length of time and then the concentration is released; the brain image orbit during the transition from concentration to non-concentration is traced by PET scans. The images that occur after the release from concentration might shed light on the orbit of images that leads to /z. Methods for analyzing images are developed in [11, 17] .
Given a brain B, the space ofimages Xon B, and a partition P of X together with the SRB measure/z, it is possible as in the one-dimensional case to derive the image transformation within a class of piecewise linear transformations [2] . This implies that /z is 'aware' of brain (Eq. (4)) and brain dynamics T. The conscious brain, however, is able to handle many inputs at the same time in effect acting as a parallel processor. Hence we assume it can handle input images from any of the q= 10 sources of conscious brain images simultaneously. Thus, we are dealing with the brain B= B1 x B2 "" Bq and the subsets given by X= X1 x X2 x... x Xq.
The information rate for this q-parallel system is given by [13 a small set of special images to images in every other brain. This can be effected by a transformation such as is shown in Fig. 5 .
For the transformations as shown in Fig. 5 [5] , the observed dense interconnections between layer 6 of the visual cortex and the thalamus suggests a location for the support of an SRB measure.
It is of interest to note that a brain image is a point in a very high dimensional space R [3] and, in this space, we can obtain a great diversity of images all contained in a small physical ball of Rn.
CONNECTION TO QUANTUM MECHANICS
In quantum mechanics, the wave function b(x, t), when squared, is interpreted as a probability density function. Let us fix and define ft(x)= Ib(x, t)l 2.
Then ft(x) is the probability density function of a diffusion process [15] . This 
